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Studies of Pasture Management
By Max F. Abell

r\URIXG THE SPRING

of 1935 a pasture study was begun by a
survey of pasture conditions on 256 farms scattered throughout
the state. This preliminary survey was made to determine some of
the pasture problems facing the dairy industry and to determine
some of the best methods to be used for their solution. As pasture
is the cheapest form of roughage, it appeared desirable to develop
a pasture improvement program that would furnish this roughage

^^

most cheaply.

An analysis of the data obtained indicated that considerably more
pasture would be needed to maintain the present dairy population
than could be furnished by the present open pasture even if improved by fertilizing, or brought to maximum production in other
ways. There appeared to be a need for clearing and improving some
of the old pasture that had been permitted to grow up to brush.
From the survey, data on methods commonly used in getting rid of
brush on pastures were obtained as well as data on the permanence
of such brush removal under different treatments. As a result, the
second phase of this study was inaugurated in the spring of 1937 to
determine
:

a.

b.

c.

d.
e.
f.

Best methods and costs of removing brush.
Effect of method of removal on l:)rush reproduction

in

later

seasons.
Effect of different fertilizer treatments in checking brush re-

production and on improvement in pasture herbage.
Effect of grazing on checking brush reproduction.
Change in soil conditions as result of fertilizer treatment.
Change in pasture herbage as result of brush removal, fertilizing,

and grazing.

Good pasture is fundamental to economical production of dairy
products. Census data indicate that "as goes the pasture so goes the
dairy industry." A decline in pasture productivity has been followed
by a decline in agriculture, or a shift to some other type of agriculture not dependent upon pasture.
In New Hampshire this decline has been accompanied by a more
or less gradual return to forest growth.
A large part of this shift
from pasture to brush and finally to forest has occurred on poor soils
of rough topography, or in the more remote areas less suited to agriculture.
few farms in these areas have persisted because of better soils, more aggressive farmers, or, frequently, because of a
special outlet for milk.

A

For a time in New Hampshire production continued with cheap
grain and relatively cheap labor, but eventually lack of pasture has
lessened the carrying capacity of the farms to the point where they
will no longer provide the income necessary to carry
expanded social
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costs and a satisfactory standard of living. This has been especially
true with those farms not on improved roads.
Many of the soils of the state are derived from granites, wliich
usually produce gravelly or sandy soils with a low moisture holding
The soils also lack calcium. Such soils are not typically
capacity.
grass soils, and when used for pasture without attention and treatment, the pasture soon "runs out". Continued pasturing without replacing any of the plant food elements, even on good soil, eventually
lowers the fertility to a level where good pasture plants cannot survive. A coarse, rather sparse vegetation takes their place as a first
But even without pasturing, reforestation
step in reforestation.
takes place slowly. Pasturing during this period retards forest reproduction, and usually results in an inferior stand of timber. Much
of this decline in the less favored areas has been balanced by expansion in the areas with better soils or more accessible markets.
The
present distributi(jn of the dairy industry is indicated in Xew Hampshire Station Circular S3>. "Type of Farming Areas in Xew Hampshire".

Ha

dairy industr}-

is

to be

maintained

in this state,

serious atten-

must be given to pastures in regard to their maintenance and
improvement. Of the 960,876 acres* of so-called pasture land only
tion

Some of this tillable area, although
78,604 acres* are plowalile.
plowable, is too light to make good permanent pasture. Some of the
"other pasture", 205,986 acres,* is also unsuited for pasture purposes.
It is too rocky, too sandy, too steep, or otherwise unfitted for satisfactory ])ermancnt pasture.
the 78,604 acres of plowable pasture and the 205,986 acres of
"other pasture", or such parts as would w'arrant, were improved,
most of the 676,286 acres of woodland pasture could be fenced out

H

without materially lessening pasture production.
i\s it is, pasture needs are being sui)plied in several less satisfactory
ways: summer feeding of hay and silage, green feed, annual pastures, rowen pasturing, and use of considerable quantities of com-

Some part of this supplementary feeding
be necessary on many farms, but atprobably
always
program
tempts should be made to provide as much of the summer feed
from permanent pasture as is economically possible.
Rowen pasture on the farms studied furnished five per cent of the
pasture feed. It is doubtful if more than three per cent should be so
supplied, confined almost entirely to pasture on areas designated for
plowing for the next .year's tillage. A certain per cent of animal
])asture is desirable on farms Avhere the j)asture soils are too light to
maintain good permanent pasture without occasional plowing. Some
supplemental green feed is needed primarily in the form of grass or
corn silage for very dry seasons, probably to the extent i>f about two
to three ])er cent of the pasture needs. There is some op])ortunity.
as crop ])r(jduction improves under the conservation program, to release some of the less suitable crop land for permanent pasture purposes. However, with a purchase of some 1,422 tons of hav on the
mercial feeding stufTs.
will

Census

19.35
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farms studied, there seems to be
hay land for pasture.
Including-

all

Maxagemext

little

5

opportunity for using

much

is still need for more pasture area than
the
plowable pasture and the suitable open "othby

these, there

will be provided
er pasture".

If we assume that all of the 78.604 acres is responsive to treatment, this area might well provide two-fifths of the permanent pasture needs. Data obtained by survey indicate that only 80 per cent
of this is suitable for improvement, so that this area would provide
only Z2 per cent of the permanent pasture needs.
These same data indicate that about 60 per cent of the "other pasture" is suitable for improvement and would provide good permanent pasture. But only about 10 per cent of this area is at present
rest
open and in condition to improve by fertilization alone. The
fertilizer
before
of
brush
amounts
of
removal
the
varying
requires
is

applied.

Provided we are to maintain our dairy industry at its present levof brush
el, our pasture needs would therefore require the removal
from between 20,000 and 25,000 acres, followed by further improvement, together with improvement of some 60,000 acres more of the
205,986 acres of "other pasture" which is still free from brush.
All these improvements should provide about 196.510 acres of open
permanent pasture, the equivalent of about one and one-half to one
and three-quarters acres per pasture animal unit.
At the time of the survey only 3.5 per cent of the open pasture had
lieen top-dressed, about 1.6 per cent had been plowed and reseeded,
and about 1.1 per cent had been cleared of brush; or 759 acres had
been improved out of 12,150 acres of open pasture. These improved
areas are on the better farms and represent somewhat greater improvement than would be shown by all farms.

Summer

Grain Feeding

For most of the state the improved pasture fills a very small part
of the pasture needs. This small area gets more severe pasturing
than the rest of the pasture and produces less than if grazing were
Because of its small size it shows little influence on
controlled.
Whether such pasture imchanging the cost of milk production.
provement is done on the better farms, or is done to provide better
feed for better cows, is not possible to state. It is true that on farms

where some pasture improvement work has been done summer grain
feeding is heavier than on farms where no pasture improvement
work has occurred.
Pasture Season

The average length

of the pasture season for the state

is

about 145

days, varying from 130 days to 170 days depending largely upon the
practice of fall feeding on hay land.
Of this total period, permanent pasture furnished about 105 days
of full feed, rowen 13 days, green feed 14 days, silage 2 days, and

hay

11 days.

(See Table

II.)
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At the
1.8 clays uv \.2 per cent ui the total pasture season roui^hai^e.
The intime of the survey, most of this was surplus corn silage.
crease in grass silage has jjrovided another succulent summer feed
when pasture is lacking. It can serve two purposes, to get a lietter
quality roughage in difticult early summer haying weather, and to
provide an excellent and different summer pasture supplement.
The need for somewhat more uniform production nearer the market requires that dairymen in the southern counties with usually
poorer pastures, give greater emphasis to pasture substitutes.
There is no satisfactory measure of the effect of pasture on grain
Xor is it possible from these records to show the imporsaving.
tance of uniform pasture i)ro<luction on milk yield \\hen cows are
brought in from pasture or fall feed and placed on full barn feeding.
Certain data indicate that this change from poor pasture to poor dry
feed or from good pasture to poor dry feed results in a slum]) in
milk i^roduction that cannot be overcome by economical winter grain
feeding. Pasturing rcnven also reduces the amount that can be cut
for hay and therefore the amount of high quality roughage available
for liarn feeding either \\hen cows first come off pasture or in the
The shift from good pasturage with little or no grain
late winter.
to some grain and hay that is none too goorl docs not maintain ])roTable IV.

New Hampshire

farms

of the 256 in the survey, 1935, using pasture

management

practices

June, 1940]
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A

dairy cow requires about 3.5 tons of good quality hay per year
Avhen no silage is fed. Hay yields over a period of years should ava maximum of
erage at least 1.75 tons per acre. This would require
for
the 256 farms
Data
unit.
animal
land
of
2
acres
about
per
hay
acre and
surveyed show about 1.68 acres, a yield of 1.36 tons per
of
the
The
balance
cow.
of
tons
rough.28
about'
purchased hay per
its equivalent.
or
from
obtained
is
silage
age
These data seem to indicate that on the larger farms at least this

method

of obtaining suitable i^asture offers little opportunity.

How-

ever, on farms where such land is available and present yields of hay
are low. improved yields of hay would permit such transfer, and
would reduce the cost of obtaining a more nearly adequate^ supply of
occur by fertilization of the
pasture. Otherwise improvement must
open permanent pasture, and by clearing and fertilizing the better
brushy pasture.
Annual Pastures

On certain lighter soils where permanent pastures would be difficult or expensive to maintain, annual pasture crops may be substitutSuch annual pasture crops used as nurse crops for hay or pased.
ture seeding are of particular value, since both experimental and
of hay or
practical experience* have shown that a superior stand
pasture usually resulted.
Pasture Production
Pasture area per cow, depending on condition of pasture and percentage of wooded and rocky land, is quite variable, from as. little as
4.3 acres in Rockingham county to 9 acres per cow in Sullivan counThe average for the state for the farms surveyed is 5.5 acres
ty.
Yet this pasture in its jM'esent condition is inadequate. A
cow.
per
great deal of even the so-called open pasture has some growth other
than good pasture herbage. It includes certain amounts of pasture
incapable of economic improvement, or in some cases of any improvement. The open area varies from 1.4 acres to 3.8 acres per cow.
averaging 2.3 acres. The total area of pasture supplies only 104.8
days of pasture or 7?i per cent of the total roughage used during the
With some shift to later summer and
pasture season of 144 days.
early fall and winter production more pasture than this would be recjuired.

During the summer pasture period the farmers of Coos county fed
cow than did farmers in any other area. The low

less grain per

price for milk makes it necessary to obtain as much as possible of
the year's milk production from pasture. Because of this dependence
on pasture, slumps in late summer milk production are usualh^ greater than elsewhere in the state.

Pasture Management

Night pasture
Nearly all farms have stock on pasture day and night, but only
about half of them pasture milk cows at night. Night pasture is us*Report of Department of Agronomy demonstrations.
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ually a small area near the buildings, and on some farms is so small
as to be of little value except as night exercise ground. Where pasture even for milk cows is limited, many farmers keep the cattle in
the barn at night.
On some farms there is no separate smaller night pasture and the
labor involved in getting cows in the morning from the large day
pasture is too great. Some farmers feel that insects disturb the
cows less in the barn. On some farms the need for manure is a
minor reason for night stabling. Several farmers feel that it is as
good if not better to stable and barn-feed cows than to turn them
out into a too scant pasture. Only 116 farms out of 256 have night

pasture.

Alternate grazing
/Vlternate grazing, sometimes more or less irregular, is about as
as night pasturing, for 97 out of 256 report its use. The use
of rotated pastures, that is using crop fields as pasture one or more
years of the rotation period, is really just beginning to be important
as a means of getting more and better pasture. This method can be
used only where crop land is suflicicnt to provide both hay and some

common

pasture.

Alternate grazing

still

further

increases

the

production

from permanent pasture.
Data indicate that hcrluige is of better quality and there is a more
abundant supply of good pasture grasses and clovers where alterIt is a question whether the alternate
nate grazing is practiced.
grazing produces better pastures or whether the practice of alternate
grazing can be followed more successfully on the better pastures.
Fall Feeding

Summer and fall pasturing of regular hay fields is one of the commonest means of providing feed for dairy cows during the pasture
shortage. This practice is to be recommended for fields to be plowed
the fall or the following spring for cultivated crops. Fields that
are to be retained in hay should not be pastured closely, as pasturing
may seriously affect yields of hay in succeeding seasons.
in

Table V.

Soil fertility ratings on rotated and permanent pastures,
256 New Hampshire farms, 1935
Soil rating

County
Belknap
Carroll

Cheshire

Coos
Crafton
llillshoro

Merrimack
Rockingham
Strafford
Sullivan

AvcraRC

3.6

3.4

June, 1940]
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Yields on experimental pasture plots indicate that regularly fertilpermanent pasture produces as well as rotated pasture. Through
the use of lime and superphosphate, and potash when necessary,
on permanent pastures
quality and quantity of pasture production
less
suitable
the
from
to
that
be
pasture plants on rosuperior
may
tated pastures. Typical pasture plants are rather slow in establishing themselves, so that most of the herbage on rotated pastures is
composed of hay, rather than pasture plants, and is somewhat less
Soils were rated from 1 to 5 on
suitable for pasturing purposes.
their hay-producing capacity in a series 1-2-3-4-5, in which 1 is a
ized

soil, and 5 is a good hay soil.
Data indicate that soils on rotated pastures are somewhat more
productive than on permanent pastures. This better soil condition is
partly due to better management of hay land, and partly to the better soil-making materials from which these soils are derived.

poor hay

Pasture Improvement
Fertilization

Pasture is one of the two crops that are frequently assumed to
grow without any attention. Very little improvement work has been
done on pasture, even up to the last year of conservation work.
Top-dressing has been very limited. Two factors have tended to
its cost, and the fact that it prohold down the use of nitrogen
vides most forage at the period when there is already an abundance.
The use of fertilizers on crop land has given more evident returns
than their use on pasture.
The presence of much brush has discouraged many farmers from
applying fertilizer before removal of the brush, and its removal
seemed too expensive and impermanent. The opportunity to obtain
the use of crop or pasture land on adjacent farms no longer operated
as farms has delayed the need for improvement of the home pasture
and, as in many other fields of effort, the more distant pastures appeared greener.
The 346.25 acres shown in table VI represent only 4.8 acres of
pasture fertilized per farm or only 3 per cent of the total of 11,403
:

;

Table VI.

County

Pasture fertilizers most commonly used on farms surveyed, 1935

No. farms

Acres

Fertilizer used

Nitrophoska, 8-16-16, manure

Belknap
Carroll

Cheshire

Coos

5

49

Manure.

!-(>-(>,

cyanamid

manure
manure
manure

25.5
28.75
108.5

Merrimack

7
8
14
6

Rockingham

21

51.5

Superphosphate, 8-16-14, manure,

34.5

8-16-16 manure,

Grafton
Hillsboro

37

Superphosphate,
Superphosphate,
Superphosphate,
Superphosphate,

8-16-14,
8-16-14,
8-16-14,
8-16-14,

manure,

cyanamid
cyanamid
Strafford
Sullivan

Totals

5.5

72

346.25

10-20-20,

manure

NaNOs
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acres of open i)asture du the farms included in this study. This is
])robably more than would be found on most farms since the farms
studied represent somewhat larger than average dairy farms for
New Hampshire, and this area represents the total treated over a
five-year peri()d.
Practically no lime

A

was used on permanent pasture.
amoimt was used on plowed and reseeded pastures.

small

Plowing and seeding
.\ still smaller area than that fertilized on the farms included in
the sur\c'\ has been plowed and reseeded. Such treatment is more
expensive and where the pasture sod is reasonably good is frequently

Table VII.

County
Belknap

Acres of pasture plowed and seeded on 50 of the
Hampshire farms in survey, 1935

No. farms

New

Acres
13.5

2.U
16.0

100
6.5

20.0
8.5

58.5
36.0
55.0

June, 1940J
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and larger growing brush has been

removed.

Some

of the acreage in Table \'III represents land cleared of brush
after timber and wood have been cut. Such removal adds
less to pasture production than is obtained by top-dressing or reseeding. None of these three methods have been carried far enough,
either as a single operation, or in combination to show significant
influence on total pasture production.

some time

Other pasture improvement practices
in New Hampshire have gradually declined
As productivity declined the better grasses and

Pastures
ity.

in productivclovers were

forced out and poorer grasses, weeds, and shrubs able to grow^ at low
levels of fertility came in.
These persisted because they were not
On some soils these "poverty" plants became
subject to grazing.
prominent in as short a time as five years. On other soils the change
took longer. But such a change occurred on even the best of soils
where no attempt was made to retain the good pasture plants by

maintaining soil fertility.
Under continued grazing the change from good to poor herbage
took place more rapidh'. although more good herbage remained for
a longer period on the better soils, and only unpalatable brush persisted under grazing.
Results from pasture improvemient

A few farms have carried on one or more improvement practices
and show increased livestock production.
If

we measure

pasture improvement by carrying capacitv, certain
A selection of thirteen farms (Table
IX provides data to show what methods are followed and what can
be done to maintain or increase carrying capacity of pastures and
crop land. On these farms, carrying capacity was increased in ten
years from 213 cows to 283 cows.
No additional land or pasture w^as hired. With a total of 1.552 acres
of pasture, nearly 50 per cent open, 4.2 per cent was fertilized
(8.7

farms show marked change.

Table VIII.

County
Belknap
Carroll

Cheshire

Coos
Grafton
Hillsboro

Merrimack
Rockingham
Strafford
Sullivan

Acres of pasture brush removed on 55 of the 256
Hampshire farms in the survey, 1935
No. farms

New

Acres

—4
—

6.5

8
6
12
3
9
12

28.0
18.0
23.5

1

35

Total
55
Acres brush remo\ed per farm

3.5

23.25
28.0

134.25
2.4

University of
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per cent of the open area), 3 per cent was seeded, and 5.8 per cent
was cleared. Some crop land, 6 per cent, was turned into pasture.
A total of 19 per cent of the open area was variously improved.
This area compares with 3.5 per cent of the open area for all farms.
Measured in terms of needed pasture the improved area of 298.5
acres on these farms would under normal conditions provide about
half of the needed pasture for the 1925 herds. For the larger herds
pasture furnished 80.C per cent of the feed as compared with 75.5 per
cent furnished by pasture on all farms. The improved pasture has,
therefore, not only increased carrying capacity by 32.8 per cent but
provided 6.7 per cent more pasture for the increased size of herds,
or. on the basis of the original number of cows, would have provided
113.2 per cent of the roughage needed during the pasture season. In
other words, these farms could have reduced their pasture area by
33.3 per cent and still have maintained their original herds in as good
condition as before.
Table IX.

Pasture improvement results on
ing

No. farms
No. cows or
No. cows pr

ten

years,

13

N. H. farms dur-

1925-1935
13

213
283

cattle units (1925)
cattle units (1935)

Total acres pasture
open pasture
open pasture fertilized
open pasture seeded
pasture cleared
crop land diverted to pasture
Total acres increased pasture
Total improved area
Improved area per farm
Improved area per cow

1,552

Acres
Acres
Acres
Acres
Acres

760
66.25
47.50
90.50
94.25
184.75

298.50
22.96
1.05

It must be remembered that this is the total improvement made
over a period of ten years. Most of the brush-cleared land has had
no other treatment. Some of the fertilized and seeded area has been
A complete pasture improvement program on
treated but once.
these farms would have meant even greater carrying capacity than
at present. The improved area is about an acre per cow. Only that
cleared and taken out of crop land really means any addition to the
area of open i)asture. represented by the 760 acres shown at the entl

of the 10-year period, 1935.

Experimental Plots

The

first

step in a pasture imprtjvement

good open pasture

The second is
pasture. The third

land.

program is to fertilize the
to utilize the unneeded and
is to plow and reseed areas

poorer hayland for
too poor to warrant fertilizing without reseeding.

Since all of these practices would still leave the dairy industrv
with less pasture than is needed, removal of brush and fertilization
of some of the l)etter non-plowable permanent pasture seem to be
the most satisfactory method of obtaining the additional necessary
pasture.

June, 1940]
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experimental evidence indicates the cost or proper

removal of the various kinds of brush and the efifects of
Connecticut (Storrs)
various treatments on later pasture herbage.
Experiment station demonstrated what could be done on an old pasture almost completely overgrown with gray birch, by removing the
lirush and trees, and fertilizing. Kansas Experiment station has determined the best season for removal of brush characteristic of that
area. West Virginia has studied herbage change under certain pas-

methods

of

ture conditions.
To study these factors under New Hampshire conditions w^as desirable. From the analysis of the pasture survey data three methods
The first was pulling. As much
of brush removal were followed.
of the brush as possible was pulled b}' hand. Conditions were such
that not much brush was pulled Avith power. On most of the plots
the larger brush was cut. the smaller pulled by hand.

The second method employed was cutting.
felled with a saw. The rest were cut with

A

few large pines
axes, while the largcut with pruning shears. The bush

were

brush and sapling trees were
scythe was used on small thick brush and hedge shears on small
scattered shrubs.
The third method was burning. A fire gun was used for several
reasons. Burning would always be under control, removing the danger of forest fire and avoiding as much as possible the loss of surface organic matter that would result from running burning. Since
the principle of burning was to kill the brush by destroying the
Not much of the
growing tissue sustained heat was desirable.
woody part of the brush, however, A\as destroyed even by this method. On all except burned plots the brush was piled and burned. On
a few of the burned plots it was found desirable to cut and burn
the brush left standing.
Most of the removal of brush in the past has been done by cutNext in importance was burning. Pulling has been so expenting.
sive and laborious that only where plowing and reseeding were contemplated has this method been used.
er

Brush Removal and Control

To

obtain the necessary data on brush removal and further pasa series of plots was laid out; nine in the spring
of 1937, including seven of .6 of an acre in area, and two of 1.5 acres
in area, and 10 plots in the spring of 1938, all of an acre and a half
in area.
Plots were laid out on pastures that were too
(Fig. 1.)
steep or too rocky to be improved b}^ plowing and reseeding, and
from which brush would have to be removed before fertilization
v.'ould be advisable.
The nineteen plots were located in nine of the
ten counties of the state on a variety of soils, with a great
variety
of rock and brush conditions. The three methods of brush removal
were employed on each of the plots. On the .6 acre plots two different fertilizer treatments were used. On the acre and a half
plots 5
different treatments were used so that each method of brush removal would have all the fertilizer treatments.
If there was
any differture

improvement

UXIVKKSITY OF
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ence in the brush control that would he nuule more or less effective
by any of the fertilizer treatments used, it was expected such difference would be apparent either the first year or later. Labor in brush
removal varied both with the kind and with the amount of brush.
Data on labor requirements for the three methods are given showing- the great variation in labor required, computed on an acre basis.

(Table X).

Grazing was permitted on all the plots as an adjunct to brush removal and fertilization in checking regrowth of brush. No seeding
was done. On most of the areas enough good grass and clover and
other ])lant growth was ])resent to make reseeding of doubtful value.
The above data (Table X) show the amount of labor required

The
during a three-year jieriod to get practical control of brush.
time si)ent the second and third year gives an indication of the per
cent of control obtained the fifst year. With ])ulling, 95.2 \)vr cent of
total labor was used the first year; with cutting 92.9 per cent; and
with burning 87.6 pt^r cent. There are still certain plots that will
re(juire some brush removal this year but the amount is small and the
brush is chiefly sweet fern, sheep laurel and blueberry.
The different kinds of brush respond differently to the three methods of removal. Sweet fern is most effectively controlled l)y pulling.
With this shrub, pulling requires less time than burning because the
verv thick l)ark is quite resistant to fire, and grazing the area does
not help except through breakage from treading by the cattle. Pulling earh' in the s])ring will control most of the sweet fern, so that
Table X.

Hours labor

in

removing brush on experimental pasture

plots,

1937-1939

LaCoss
Falconer

Ahcrn

Atwood
Kingsburv
Savage
Wittv
Dearth

Pull plot

Cut plot

13

14

39
105
144
132

3i
78
94
117
43
95
58

4(,

132
74

Cutter'

76
163
126

Chaffee

81

Muzzev
Hall

230
49
94
94

Shaw

127

O'Dell

Tennev

Friencl

Garland

Stewart
Potter

Per acre

plot

20
42
54
10
117
47
30
44

69

42
84

101

41

50
57

22
80

49

19
52

61

103

126
94
85
123
163

102
163

1929

1529

1119

101

80

59

-II

varied from 12 hrs. 55 min. to 229 hrs. 30 min. per acre.
varied from 13 hrs. 45 min. to 100 hrs. 50 min. per acre.
tn S4 lir^.
Pnrniiicr varied from 10 hr^;
per acre.

Pulling
Cutting

Burn

80
64
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summer growth and the next season's regrowth are small. Bhieberry and sheep laurel are almost impossible to pull, are very tough
and hard to cut, and are somewhat resistant to burning.
Burning tor two or sometimes three years will be required to
satisfactorily control these three shrubs, particularly since none of
them is grazed even when fertilized. The advantages of burning,
other than the somewhat smaller amount of labor recjuired to conlate

^^I^K^
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of pasture herbage is often so slow
be questionable to attempt to clear such land for pasture.
Hardback or steeple bush is usually readily killed by burning, but
the new shoots that start from the roots are partially protected b}the standing dead canes and some browsing is thus prevented. The
canes of hardback, particularly when dead, are very hard and difficult
to cut with a bush scythe, but many of the dead canes break over in
a year and are tramped under foot.
Pulling early in the spring is
cent control in one year.
in
about
95
effective,
per
resulting
(juite
The greater palatability because of the fertilizer induces some browsCutting hardback is usually only about 50 per cent effective the
ing.

However, reprotluction

moval.

may

that

it

first

year.

Meadow

sweet, a smooth-leaved spirea, is also difficult to cut and
almost impossible to pull. Burning and cutting are the best methods
of control.
Cutting has one t)bjectionable feature with hardback and
meadow sweet. The clump growth of these two shrubs leaves many
sharp stubs when cut, and these sharp stubs are almost as great obstacles to browsing of the new shoots as are the old canes left from
l)urning.

In addition to labor, burning required but little kerosene for the
gun. This varied from as little as a gallon per acre to as much
as eight gallons, depending upon the kind and amount of brush. This
cost about 11 cents per gallon.
The character of brush growth is frequently an indication of the
quality of soil and of the permanence of pasturage, once established.
Sweet fern in solid stand is more usually found on the lighter soils.
These soils are less suited for permanent pasture than heavier soils.
solid stand of hardback is usually found on a relatively good pas'ture soil. Juniper may be found on a variety of soils, frequently
either sandy or ledgy. A mixed stand of hardback, meadow sweet,
fire

A

sweet fern, sheep laurel, gray birch, juniper, blueberry, some scattered small pine and other shrubs in lesser amount, usually indicates
a good pasture soil, retentive of moisture through a long season.
The varied brush growth indicates that the soil had been pastured
to maintain good pasture
till the level of soil fertility was too low
herbage. The growth of various kinds of brush is the first step in
its return to woodlanrl. but pasturing makes this return to forest
very slow.
Soil

Under continuous pasturing

Treatments
soils finally

become highly

acid.

This

one of the reasons old permanent pastures usually produce so
The pH was determined for all the paslittle good pasture herbage.
tures and again for the variously treated plots. The soil samples
were taken only to a three-inch depth, since most of the lime and
supcr])hosphate ajiplicd remains in the upper inch or two of soil.
The pH concentration on the various plots is shown in Table XI.
Lime and the various fertilizers were applied at uniform rates on
all ])l(its irrespective of amount and kind of herbage and of fertilizer
needs. As shown later by soil analysis the nineteen pastures were
all lacking in phosphorus and potassium and all but three were too
low in calcium to grcjw red clover. Even in these three pastures the

is
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The LaCoss pasture had the least lirush, about 14 per cent good
grass, largely bents, occupied about 16 per cent; poor grasses about
;

22 per cent; and weeds, including moss, covered 42 per cent; with
about 6 per cent of the ground bare.
The Stewart pasture had the heaviest stand of brush, an almost
pure stand of gray birch with some pine, poplar, juniper, and hardhack. This growth was so heavy that only 3 per cent of the ground
cover was grass. About 8 per cent of the area was rock ledge. The
brush growth was so heavy that when removed more than half the
area was without any vegetation except lichens and moss. Yet this
pasture had one of the highest pH concentrations, even on plots not
treated with lime.

On the LaCoss pasture, after fertilizing in the spring of 1937. the
herbage shifted from 14 per cent to 3 per cent brush from 16 per
cent good grasses to 65 per cent, including approximately 12 i)er
cent of wild white clover a slight reduction in poor grasses from 9
to 3 per cent and moss from 25 per cent to 4 per cent.
On the Stewart pasture the brush cover was reduced from about
while good grass increasecfc, from 5 per cent to 38;
85 per cent to 1
weeds increased from 10 per cent to 43 per cent while 8 per cent of
the area was rock ledge. The lack of good herbage or even weeds
made recovery to good pasture herbage much slower than on the
LaCoss pasture. The gray birch, however, was practically eliminated bv the spring of 1940.
;

;

;

1

:

;

Plot Results

On the basis of method
most work and was most

of removal of In-ush. pulling required the
effective in preventing regrowth of brush.
I'ulling required an average of 101 hours per acre.
Burning was
next most effective and required only about 60 per cent as much

Table XII.

Herbage composition

of pasture plots in per cent of

ground cover
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Burning required an average of about 60 hours per acre. Cutwas least effective in controlling brush and required about 80
hours labor per acre. Without cutting, grazing would have been

time.

ting

effective only with the brush that is edible.
For a given fertilizer, there is no apparent dift'erence in effectiveness of the three methods of brush removed. The difference is between different fertilizer treatments. With a small percentage of
grass present on many of these pastures, response in more grass
would be relatively small. The small amount of grass coupled with
the acid condition of most of the soils would reduce the response to
fertilizers. There was sufficient wild white clover in all the pastures
Under favorable circimistances at the end of
tt) respond to fertilizer.
the third season the Potter and Friend plots had a wald white clover
cover of about 50 per cent. On the Potter, Savage, Muzzey, Garland,
Shaw, Dearth, Chaffee. Tenney, and Stewart pastures the lime super])hosphate treatment gave best results in a shift from poor grasses
and weeds to good grasses. The Friend. Cutter. O'Dell, .\hern. and
LaCoss pasture plots treated with lime and superphosphate gave results as good aS' or better than plots treated with lime and complete

—

Under circumstances

which the grass and clover coverand the shading and crowding by
Lime and
Itrush, the nitrogen of a complete fertilizer is largely lost.
.superphosphate put soil in condition to increase good grass and clover.
Only where the sod coverage is reasonably good will nitrogen be
Potash apparentl}- is not needed to increase the stand of
needed.
clover, but mav he needed to maintain it once established. Nitroeen
was quite effective in killing moss and in stimulating grass, weeds,
and brush already present, but was of little value in increasing the
fertilizer.

age

is

light

by reason of poor

in

soils

of clover.
From these tests the conclusion may be drawn
that for improvement of peruKinent pastures reclaimed from brush,
lime and superphosphate offer the best and most economical initial
fertilizer treatment that can be applied, particularly under the conservation program.
Aside from fertilizer, costs for brush clearing wuth an assumed rate
of 40 cents per hour for labor varied from $5.17 to $91.60
per acre
for pulling, $5.50 to $40.33 per acre for cutting and $4.00 to $33.60
per acre for labor in burning, plus $.11 to $.88 for oil.
These costs are high, and would be prohibitive if all labor were
hired.
Rut much of the work would be done with home labor or
other already available labor at such times as would interfere least

amount

^^ith

other farm work.

To what extent such pasture improvement should be done depends

on the need for pasture and the effect it Avill have on farm
organization and income. The data indicate that returns from
good pasture
are such that labor expenditures up to probably 50 to 60 hours
per
acre can well be justified. Lime and superphosphate have
given as
good or better results than other fertilizer treatment, and under
the conservation program are obtainable at a cost of less than a
dollar per acre.
The addition of potash when clover shows in quantity increases the cost only slightly over a dollar per acre.
These
three materials on cleared, good-soil pasture should make
possible

22
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such pasture as will carry one cow on one and one-halt acres of
pasture lor the full pasture season. Savings in fencing and other
costs incident to a larger, less productive pasture, and less dependence on costly distant pastures for young stock and dry cows are
usually enough to carr}- the annual cost of fertilizer on improved
pasture.

Fencing Costs

One

of the high costs for pasture is for fencing and its mainteIt is common practice in most parts of the state to pasture
young stock and dry cows on pasture separate from that for the
milking herd. This may be a fenced-off part of the home pasture,
pasture on an adjacent farm, or pasture at a distance. About 57 per
cent of the young stock is pastured away from home and of this about
half is on rented pasture.
Supervision of stock is usually included in the rental, the owner of the stock need visit them only ocOn distant owned pasture weekly visits are the rule,
casionally.
to salt, note condition of stock, of fences, of pasture, and to bring or
take away dry cows or those about to freshen. These pastures,
whether hired or owned, rarely receive any attention except to see

nance.

that fences are tight.
Such neglect means less and less carrying
capacity, and poorer growth and condition of stock. Dry seasons
aggravate this condition and materially hasten the time when the

pasture becomes too poor to justify renting.
On the farms surveyed there is sufficient pasture area to furnish
most of the pasturage for all the livestock, provided it were improved
and placed in its optimum productive capacit\- and maintained there
with proper fertilization and use. Such improvement would permit
a reduction of about 35 per cent in area and of about 45 per cent in
fencing costs.
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Conclusions

available open pasture of New Hampshire farms studied is
such condition that it would furnish only about three-fifths of
To
the total amount of pasture needed for our present livestock.
])rovide the necessary pasture, about 20,000 to 25,000 acres of brush
pasture must be cleared, and this as well as the good present open
pasture must be fertilized. This should provide a total of about 196,500 acres of good open pasture.
It seems uneconomical to incurr considerable expense by harvesting
crops to feed to dairy cows during the pasture season, instead of improving pastures so that the cows may do their own harvesting.
There are several ways of producing summer green feed, but these
are all more expensive than obtaining green stuff from pastures.
Rov.en furnishes cheap pasturage, but close grazing may injure later

'T'HE
•'

in

hay crops.
On farms with some improved pasture more grain, silage, and
green feed were fed than on those farms Avhere no pasture was improved.
Ensiling grass and clover provides a means of avoiding losses from
poorly cured hay during wet periods, and furnishes a satisfactory

supplement to late summer dr}' pastures as well.
The average pasture season of 144 days is shorter than would be
possil)le under a complete and satisfactory improved pasture program.
As farmers are already purchasing hay. there is only a limited
opportunity to convert the poorer hayland into permanent pasture.
Where such land is available, however, it oft'ers an excellent means
of obtaining permanent pasture at a lower cost than by clearing brush
from land.

The large area of so-called pasture requires unusually heavy expenditures for fencing, both in materials and labor. On many farms
the savings in fencing costs on an area of improved pasture much
smaller than the present permanent pasture area, would pay the
annual fertilizer bill for improved pasture.
The kind of brush present on pastures is an indication of the level
of soil fertility.
Juniper, sweet fern, sheep laurel, and hardback
among the shrubs, clubmoss, wintergreen, cinquefoil, ladies' tobacco,
and yarrow with poverty and sweet vernal grasses grow on soils
near the lowest level of fertility.
The kind of brush is also an indication of the potential quality of
Some shrubs such as sweet fern, if in nearly pure stands,
pasture.
indicate in general a light soil not well suited for improvement. A
heavy stand of either hardback or meadow sweet is usually an indication of a soil with a high moisture-holding capacity, with
pasture possibilities when improved.
A mixed stand of brush is usually found on a good pasture
It is also

an indication of some improvement

from the juniper level.
Three methods of brush removal were used,

good

in soil fertility,

soil.

or a

step up

pulling, cutting,

and

Pulling required about 100 hours, cutting about 80 hours,
and burning about 60 hours per acre.

burning.
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Pulling is usually about 95 per cent, cutting- about CO per cent, and
burning about 85 per cent effective the first year. With most kinds
of brush, all three methods are about equally effective by the begin-

ning of the third year.
Sweet fern, blueberry (low bush), sheep laurel, and blackberries
are very persistant. Blueberry and sheep laurel are too difficult to
As yet seasonal
pull and too short or too hard-stemmed to cut.
conditions have been such that twice a year burning could not be
practiced as a control for the

two shrubs.

Grazing was permitted after brush removal and fertilizing as a
necessary part of brush control. The new brush growth, particularly
of gray birch, was made more palatal:)le by fertilizer treatment and
was browsed by the cattle. Tb.ere was less browsing on hardback,
meadow sweet, and high bush blueberry, and practicall}' none on
sweet fern, sheep laurel or low bush blueberry.
While moss covered a rather high percentage of the ground on
these plots, it is not a serious deterrent to pasture improvement. If
soil conditions are such that good pasture plants can grow, the moss
will soon be crowded out.
While nitrate of soda materially reduces
the amount of moss, the increase in good pasture herbage is very
slow. Improvement comes more quickly with lime, superphosphate,
and potash.
Because of the high labor requirement in removing brush, it is
desirable to clear a small area each }ear. probably not more than
two to five acres depending on the kind and the amount of brush. The
amount of land cleared each year should give, with the area already
improved, from 1^ to 1^ acres of improved pasture per cow by the
ejid of. six to ten years.

"The
^.

T.

9

3.

The
1.

f>asturc

improvement program should

start with:

IitipTovement of the good permanent pasture areas already
free'^fom brush.
.\s hay yields improve, utilization of the poorer,
rougher
hayiand for..pe'i:manent pasture.
Removal of brush from the better soils and treatment with
one t(jn of lime and 200 pounds of 20 per cent superphosphate,
or its equivalent per acre. In the second year, application of
150 pounds of muriate of potash will increase and hold tbr
wild white clover.

fertilizer

One

program should be

:

ton lime, 200 pounds superphosphate per acre the

first

year.
2.

One hundred and

fifty

potmds muriate of potash per acre the

second year.
3.

Three hundred pounds superphosphate per acre

the

third

year.
4.

One hundred
fourth or

5.

One

fifty pounds
fifth year.

muriate of potash per acre the

ton of lime per acre the sixth year.
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